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Abstract: Gene expression development during cell differentiation is a key factor to understand the mechanism of
development. However, conventional gene expression analysis cannot distinguish among individual cell expression.
In this paper, we re-analyze single cell gene expression measurements obtained by next gene sequencing technology
during differentiation from mouse ES cell to MEF.

1. Introduction
Gene expression regulation during cell differentiation is a key

factor to understand development[1]. However, gene expression
diversity among individual cells is not fully understood. Recently,
single cell gene expression technology was invented[2]. Using
this technology, one can see how gene expression in individual
cells can change during differentiation. Islam et al[3] has inves-
tigated mice cell gene expression during differentiation from em-
bryonic stem cell (mESC) to mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF)
using next generation gene expression (NGS) technology. We re-
analyze their data and try to find individuality of gene expression
of each cell.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Gene expression data

Gene expression data (GEO : GSE29087) was downloaded as
fastq files*1. It contains 48 mESC cell samples and 44 MEF sam-
ples. Each sample typically consists of three to four fastq files.

2.2 Mapping short read to genome
Because of shortness of read length (58), popular analytical

tools like TopHat[4] and Cufflinks[5] could not work very well.
In stead of them, we have employed MapSplice[6] and generated
SAM files were treated by SAMMate[7]. RPKM attributed to
gene symbol and/or refseq mRNA gene id were used for further
analysis.

2.3 Gene expression atlas
Gene expression atlas [8] was used in order to check if picked

up genes are differently expressed between mESC and MEF.
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2.4 SAM
SAM[9] was employed to select genes which are expressive

differently between mESC and MEF. SAM was performed by
sam function in siggenes package[10] in R[11].

2.5 Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to obtained

gene expression profiles. Genes which were embedded far from
origin in PCA embeddings were picked up in the first four dimen-
sional embeddings for each sample which was also aligned far
from origin in PCA embeddings. PCA was performed by prcomp
or princomp function in base package of R[11].

3. Results
In order to select genes which express the difference between

mESC and MEF, we employed SAM. Table 1 shows 10 genes
with smaller P-values corrected by BH criterion. Although only
two have significant P-values, gene expression atlas gives us con-
current results; most genes are differently expressed between em-
bryo and adult cells (Fig. 1). The reason why we could not get
significant P-values was because genes were not detected for suf-
ficiently large number of cells.

Since SAM could not give us significant P-values, we consult
other feature selection methods which are free from P-values:
i.e., principal component analysis (PCA). Fig. 2 shows PCA
embeddings of samples and genes. Although mESCs are clearly
placed far from origins, neither mESC nor MEF is clustered (Figs.
2 a and b). In order to see which gene expression push mESC out-
wards, we have selected outer-most genes in PCA embeddings of
genes (Figs. 2 c and d). In Fig. 3, we showed gene expression
extracted from gene expression atlas for genes placed far from
origin in Fig. 2 c and d. Selected genes are substantially different
from genes by SAM and mostly expressive in mESC and sup-
pressive in MEF. Thus, PCA based gene selection turned out to
be able to work as a supplementary method for SAM based gene
selection.

Some genes selected by SAM or PCA are mostly important.
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Table 1 Frequency of detection of genes with smaller q-values (FDR ad-
justed P-values).

Gene symbol mESC MEF q-values
Fn1 7 9 0.005
Lrrc58 3 6 0.005
Gm5148 16 14 0.099
Rplp0 9 10 0.099
Rps23 10 8 0.099
Gm15450 10 7 0.099
Rps11 7 8 0.099
Ywhae 6 7 0.099
Eef2 5 8 0.099
Rps14 6 6 0.099

Fig. 1 Gene expression profile in gene expression atlas for genes selected
by SAM.
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Fig. 2 (a) & (b) [(c) & (d)] PCA embeddings of samples [genes],black:
mESC, red: MEF. (a) & (c) {(b) & (d)} The horizontal axis corre-
sponds to the first {third} PC and the vertical axis corresponds to the
second {fourth} PC.

For example, Sox2 is one of famous Yamanaka factors used for
generation of iPS cell. Stmn1 was frequently reported to be ex-
pressive in cancer which is believed to be close to ES cell. How-
ever, most gene are ribosome related genes. Although it is rea-
sonable, it will be more interesting for us to find that the other
genes are expressive, too.

4. Conclusion
Single gene expression analysis showed that gene expression

profiles in each cell is scattered, but biologically important genes
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Fig. 3 Gene expression profile in gene expression atlas for genes selected
by PCA.

in mESC are expressive. Suitable treatment of single cell RNA-
seq data turns out to be informative to understand gene expression
regulation during cell differentiation from ES cell.
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